Improved approximations of non-Gaussian probability, force, and energy of a single polymer chain.
The mechanical behavior of polymers such as their probability density function (PDF), strain energy, and entropic force, has long been described by the non-Gaussian statistical model. Non-Gaussian models are often approximated by the Kuhn-Grün (KG) distribution function, which is derived from the first-order approximation of the complex Rayleigh's exact Fourier integral distribution. The KG function is widely accepted in polymer physics, where the non-Gaussian theory is often used to describe energy of the chains with various flexibility ratios. However, the KG function is shown to be relevant only for long chains and becomes extremely inaccurate for chains with fewer than 40 segments. In comparison to the KG model, other approximations of the non-Gaussian statistical model are often less accurate, and those with higher accuracy are usually too complex to be implemented in large-scale simulations. Here a new accurate approximation of the non-Gaussian PDF, entropic force, and strain energy of a single chain subsequently is developed to describe the mechanics of a polymer chain. With a similar level of complexity, the presented approximations of non-Gaussian PDF, strain energy, and entropic force are at least 10 times more accurate than KG approximations and thus are an excellent alternative option to be used in micromechanical constitutive models.